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is slovakia stuck in the 1950 s 13 examples of how it is - 1950 s march 30 2012 allan stevo many people consider the
past to be both old and bad i try not to assume that what is old is bad nor do i believe that time necessarily brings progress,
understanding the dangers of dating paging dr nerdlove - yep this ive been groped creeped on raged at cyber stalked
and despite this or because of it am afraid of saying the wrong thing in the wrong way to wrong guy simply because theres
no fucking way i can know who is the wrong guy or if this is the wrong time and i obsess over how to say things in a way to
minimize threat to myself, geoengineering watch global alert news february 10 2018 - some will tell us that our efforts to
awaken the masses to what is unfolding is futile and pointless but in fact such an effort is the point and purpose of being,
genius loci tv tropes - some people are places a genius loci is a location with a mind a sentient planet country island city
or street obviously this is more common in science fiction and fantasy though a certain amount of animism in otherwise
realistic series isn t unknown and it may be only suggested usually the genius loci has some control over its own form and
uses that control to communicate with
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